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POSSIBLE NON-INDO-EUROPEAN ELEMENTS 
IN 'HITTITE' 

J. DYNELEY PRINCE 

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 

IN 1915, I published a paper on 'The Hittite Material in the 
Cuneiform Inscriptions" as set forth by Friedrich Delitzsch in his 
Sumerisch-Akkadisch-Hettitische Vokabularfragmente.2 After an 
analysis of the scanty material of Delitzsch's fragments, I reached 
the conclusion that this language was probably not IE.3 in char- 
acter, but showed marked non-Aryan peculiarities, an opinion 
which Professor Maurice Bloomfield had already expressed in his 
able treatise on the language of the Arzawa letters,4 which is now 
recognized as the same idiom as that of the 'Hittite' cuneiform 
inscriptions. 

At present the most important contributions towards Hittitology 
are undoubtedly Ferdinand Hrozn 's masterly special plea' for 
the IE. character of this language and his published texts from 
Boghazkci, embracing temple, omen and oracle, ceremonial, and 
historical material.6 Since these publications, however, HroznvQ 
has definitely shown that the language designated formerly by 
him and others as 'Hittite' is not really entitled to this name, as 

1 Amer. Journal of Semitic Languages, 32. 38-63. 
2Kon. Akademie der Wissenschaften, Berlin, 1914. 
3 The following abbreviations have been used in this article: A. = accasa- 

tive; Akkad. =Akkadian (Assyro-Babylonian Semitic); Av. =Avestan; BO. = 

Boghazkoi Inscriptions, mentioned here note 6; Cher. =Cheremissian; D. = 

dative; Esth. =Esthonian; Finn. =Finnish (Suomi); G. =genitive; 'H' = 

Hrozn9's 'Hittite' language; Hr. =Hrozn9, Die Sprache der Hethiter, men- 
tioned note 5; IE. = Indo-European; Lapp. = Lappish; N. = nominative; 
OHG. =Old High German; San. =Sanskrit; Sum. =Sumerian; Sum. Gr.= 

Delitzsch, Grundziige d. Sumerischen Grammatik, Leipzig, 1914; Szinnveyi 
Jozef Szinnyei, Finnisch-Ugrische Sprachwissenschaft, Leipzig, 1910; Wotj. 
Wotjak. 

4Amer. Journal of Philology, 25. 1 ff. 
S Die Sprache der Hethiter; ihr Bau in Zugehorigkeit zumr indogermanischen 

Sprachstamm, Leipzig, 1917. 
6 Hethitische Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazkbi, Leipzig, 1919. 

Ueber die Volker u. Sprachen des alten Chatti-Landes, Leipzig, 1920, pp. 
29-30. Another work on the subject of the multiplicity of languages in these 
Boghazkoi inscriptions, not at present accessible to me, has been recently 
published by Forrer. 
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the genuine Hittite or Chatti language, which appears in BO 
2002, obv. 1, 64, was very evidently a non-Aryan speech entitled 
xattili in Hrozn 's 'Hittite' material and not in any way resembling 
the latter idiom.8 We are consequently forced to indicate this 
supposed IE. 'Hittite' of Hrozn', for which there is as yet no 
certain designation,9 as 'Hittite' (abbrev. 'H') and to use the 
term Hittite, without quotation marks, as denoting the appar- 
ently genuine Chatti (xatti) or Hittite, known in 'H' as xattili. 

The object of the following study is to examine especially some 
important points in the morphology of the 'H' as given, appar- 
ently with great correctness, by Hrozn', in order to determine 
whether or not some of the most salient forms are of non-Aryan, 
rather than IE. character. I lay especial stress on morphology 
rather than on similarities in vocabulary or radicals, since many 
such seeming resemblances may well be based on accident or 
borrowing, possibilities which render mere Gleichklang a dangerous 
criterion in speech comparison. As is well known, words and 
even radicals may pass between languages of inherently differing 
stocks. The same principle seems to be true of the transfer of 
phonetics, which, as Franz Boas has indicated,'0 occurs not infre- 
quently in American languages of widely varying bases and 
particularly in the adoption by the African Bantu of the clicks of 
the Bushmen and Hottentots, in spite of the enmity between 
these groups and the Bantu. Similarly, morphological charac- 
teristics may probably pass from one language to another of a 
radically variant grammatical system and, as Boas believes, may 
even modify fundamental structural characteristics." Such pro- 
cesses may have been primarily due to the presence of a large 
number of alien wives and mothers in primitive tribes, and 

8 Cf. especially the Chatti = real Hittite material in the above cited work, 
26; 31-32; 34. Among the Chatti names of occupations, the word (amel) 
vi'-in-du-uc-k!a-ra-am = (amel) KA-SU-GAB (?)-as 'cup-bearer' is especially 
striking as apparently containing the elements ?vin (yin) 'wine' and the 
Sum. word dub 'vessel' +the probably Chatti ending -aram, i. e., vindukkaram 
'the one concerned with (aram) the wine-cup' vin-duc(?). This was probably 
a loan-word. The rest of the Chatti material is at present beyond our range of 
knowledge for comparison with known elements. 

9Unless we accept Hroznr's nas'ili 'in our(?) language'; probably 'in this 
language' (see below, B., I., b). The term 'Kanesian' is suggested by Forrer 
and is provisionally accepted by some scholars. 

10 Amer. Anthropologist, 22. 372. 
11 lb. 22. 373. 
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secondarily to inter-cultural influences. In this 'H', in spite of 
the apparent IE. morphological basis, it will appear from the 
present paper that other than Aryan influences seem to have 
been present in the formation of much of the 'H' morphology. 

A. RADICALS 

I. Personal and Demonstrative Pronouns 

The paradigms of the 1 and 2 personal pronouns, as given by 
Hrozn5, are as follows (Hr.: 1 p. sg., 104-105; 1 p. p1., 114; 2 
p. sg., 111; 2 p. p1., 118): 

1 p. sg. 2 p. sg. 

N. ug, uga, ugga; ammug, am- zig, ziga, zigga, zikka 
muga, ammugga, am- 
mukka 

G. ammel WUt 
D. } ammug, ammuga, ammug- tug, tuga, tugga, tukka, dukka 
A. f ga, amukka 
Loc. prob. ammedaz prob. tuedaz 

P1. p1. 

N. anz" suwsy sumdn 
G. anzel sumel stumenzan (sura~enzan?) 
D. l a? um4e, summ4is" 
A. s}umSY, Summ a, sumas 
Loc. prob. suMedaz 
Comitative (?) sumasila 

In spite of apparent resemblances to IE., these pronouns 
present, none the less, non-Aryan aspects in many particulars. 
Thus, Hr., 98, connects ug, uga, etc., with Lat. ego; Greek Oey; 
Goth. ik, etc., in spite of the strange initial u-, instead of the IE. e, 
a variation not satisfactorily explained by his comparison of the 
'unclear' Old Slav. az 'I.' It is much more likely that 'H' ug, 
uga, etc., stand for original mug, muga (m =w, a common phenom- 
enon), especially as the forms ammug, ammuga, etc., appear in 
the N., D., and A. apparently arbitrarily. Furthermore, the 
'H' suffix (D. and A.) of the 1 p. sg. is -mu (see below, B., I.), 
showing the same element (-m-). 

But this m-element is not essentially IE.; cf. Sumerian mae 
'I'; Mara 'to me'; Asiatic Turkish men (Osmanli ben) 'I', also 
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Finno-Ugric: Finn. mind; Lapp. mon; Cher. men, etc., with m 
throughout the dialects. Most striking is also Georgian me 'I'; 
semi 'of me', etc. 

With these 'H' 1 p. sg. mug-forms should be compared the 
2 p. sg. zig, ziga, etc., returning phenomenally to tu- in the oblique 
relations of the pronoun, and showing the D. (rarely A.) pro- 
nominal suffix -ta, used with nouns. The sibilant in zig can 
hardly be explained satisfactorily on the basis of Greek anV, even 
with Doric TV' in the background. Finno-Ugric also has the 
interchange between sibilant (s) and t, but this is not seen intra- 
dialectically, but always between different idioms; cf. Finn. 
sind; Lapp. ton, don. On the other hand, in Lakish 1 p. sg., we 
do find na 'I'; gen. ttul 'of me' (possibly= *ntul), which is an 
intra-dialectic change of consonant in a non-Aryan language, but 
not, I think, applicable here. It is possible that 'H' zig may 
have been pronounced zig or `ig (thus, Weidner, Studien;'2 152); 
cf. also the Sumerian interchange of z and z possibly=s (Prince, 
'Phonetic Relations in Sumerian,' JAOS 39. 271). The Sum. z 
interchanges also with s and even with n (op. cit. 270). The 
'H' zig, *zig, therefore, reminds one more of Sum. zae 'thou'; 
zara 'to thee,' than of any IE. form. The 'H' 2 p. verbal ending 
-"i (see below, C., II.) contains perhaps the same zi, zi-element 
of the 2 p. pronoun and, although alternating with -ti in the 
second conjugation- rather speaks for the zi-pronunciation of zig. 
The difficult problem here is presented by the oblique 'H' tu- 
forms of the 2 p. pronoun. Instead of tuel, tug, one would expect 
ziel (or zel), zig, or, at least, zuel, zug. The interesting possibility 
arises that tuel, tug, etc., may be a writing representing an aspi- 
rated pronunciation of t, either as th (in think), or actually zu, 
zu (?). In this connection should be noted the 'H' d-form dukka, 
parallel with tukka, tug, etc., possibly indicating a dz-pronuncia- 
tion(?). Hrozny intimates throughout his work that 'H' is a 
palatalizing language, witness especially the -nzi 3 p. pl. of verbs 
below, equated by Hrozny with IE. -nt, -nd (see below C., III, on 
palatalization). The whole question is shrouded in doubt, 
especially in connection with the 2 p. pronoun, as even a pure 
t-element here would not necessarily connote Aryan origin (see 
the Finno-Ugric forms cited just above). 

12 Ernst F. Weidner, Studien zur Hethitischen Sprachwissenschaft, Leipzig, 
1917, unfavorably commented on by Hr., 194-211. 
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Another problem arising in this connection is the appearance 
of the -g in the 1 p. sg. mug, muga, etc., and in the 2 p. sg. zig, 
ziga, etc. (note also tug, tuga). The presence of forms in -k such 
as ammukka, dukka, precludes the possibility of this g representing 
an ng-nasal which might remind us of the n-element in Finn. 
mi-na 'I', si-na 'thou,' Turk. me-n 'I,' etc. Nevertheless, the 
'H' -g-final looks most unlike an Aryan termination. Further- 
more, where is the true D. sign of these 'H' pronouns, both in the 
sg. ammug, zig, oblique tug, and in the pl. anzas, 1 p., sumes, 
gumas', 2 p. (see below B., I.; B., II.)? These forms seem to appear 
indifferently for practically all case-relations, even the nomina- 
tive. Only in tu- do we find what seems to be a specific oblique 
form. Contrast this with Av. 1 p. N. azem; G. mana; D. ma'byd; 
A. mam; San. N. aham; G. mama; D. mahyam; A. mdm; 2 p. 
Av. trm, tW; G. tava; D. ta'byd; A. thwam; San. N. tvam; G. 
tava; D. tubhyam; A. tvdm. Considered in the light of present 
knowledge, the 'H' 1 and 2 p. sg. pronouns do not seem to show 
strong IE. characteristics. 

The 1 p. pl. element -nz- in anzas, etc., is compared by Hrozny 
(112) with Germ. uns, ons; Lat. nos, Slav. n(a)s. The s of 
these IE. forms is usually regarded as a pl. sign (Brugmann, 
Grundriss, 2. 2. 120, 379, 406) and the question here is as to whether 
the z of the 'H' anz- is really a plural. HroznV (10) is not satis- 
factory on this point, as his argument amounts to a mere cate- 
gorical statement. The ordinary 'H' pl. ending is -4. The 'H' 
suffix of the 1 p. pl. is apparently -nas, i.e., n+a+real pl. s here 
(Hr. 130). The resemblance of these 'H' anz- and possibly -nas 
forms to IE. is certainly striking (note Av. 1 p. pl. enclitic no; 
San. nas) and the forms may really be IE. Note, however, that 
the prefix a- of 'H' anz- should be compared with the a- of ammug, 
1 p. sg., as a possible carrier of the characteristic pronominal 
element. Non-Aryan morphology can hardly be cited in this 
connection, unless one thinks of Turk. biz (= m-z) and 1 p. pl. 
suffix -miz 'our'; cf. Finn. me 'we' and Sum. men 'we.' 

Similarly 'H' sumds 'you,' pl., so strikingly like modern Persian 
puma (Greek v Lesbian vILL), seems an IE. radical, not 
at all recalling non-Aryan forms such as Turk. siz 'you' (pl.). 
Probably the 'H' A. suffix was -4mas' (Hr. 131-132) derived, as 
Hrozny' supposed, from the fuller sumads. But this suffix -s4mas' 
is doubtful for the 2 p. pl., as the 3 p. pl. suffix is also -s'mas' (see 
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below, C., I.). Here no decision can be reached with the present 
material. 

There is no direct pronoun of the 3 p. in 'H,' but the detnonstra- 
tive apds 'this one' serves in this capacity (Hr. 138). Note the-- 
declension: 

Masc. and Fem. (?) So-called Neuter (see below 
C., I.) 

N. apas apdt 
G. apel 
D. apia; apedani; apidani 
A. apun; apedan apdt; apeda 
Loc. apez; apiz; apiaz 
Comitative apasila (?) 

p1. 

N. apus (ape) 
G. apenzan 
D. apedas; apidas 
A. apus ape 

Hrozn' himself admits that this ap, ab-stem may not be of JE. 
origin (137), but he prefers to connect it with the Lycian pro- 
noun ebe 'this one'. His tentative association of apas with the 
Elamic demonstrative ap and even with Lydian bi-s 'he' (191) 
is probably correct; 6ompare also the non-Aryan Sumerian 
demonstrative bi-elements in such forms as lu-bi 'that man' 
(Delitzsch, Sum. Gr., 35). Here then we have what is most 
probably a non-Aryan element, whereas the 'H' demonstrative 
pron. tat 'that one' (Hr. 136) is highly suggestive of IE. connec- 
tion; cf. Av. and San. neuter demonstr. tat. On the other hand, 
in this connection must be compared the Finno-Ugric t-demon- 
stratives: Finn. ta; Wogul t'e, t'i, Lapp. ta, etc., so that even 
here the IE. character of the radical is not fully determinable. 
The 'H' demonstr. nas, so-called neut. nat (Hr. 134), also used 
as a 3 p. 'he, she, that one,' may not be IE., as it suggests the Sum. 
common demonstrative ne-element (Delitzsch, op. cit. 34), which 
carries also a -na 3 p. suffix in Sumerian. With this 'H' nas, cf. 
also 'H' eni 'this one' (Hr. 135), which seems to contain the same 
n-stem, possibly of non-Aryan origin. 
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II. Relative, Interrogative, and Indefinite Pronouns 

The 'H' so-called relative, interrog. and indef. pron. kuis (Hr. 
144, 147 ff.) is declined as follows: 

Masc. and Fem. (?) so-called Neuter 
N. kuis kuit 
G. kuel 
D. kuedani 
A. kuin kuit 
Loc. kuez (not kuedaz!) 

pI. 
N. kues, kuis' kue, kui (fem.) 
G. 
D. kued6s (once kuitas) 
A. kues, kue (?) kue, ku1 

Hroznyr compares this with the IE.; viz., Av.: N. kd, kas-, 
A. kam; San.: N. kas, G. kasya, A. kam (better Av. N. A. cis, 
San. N. A. neuter kim and the particle cit, as showing the i-vowel); 
Lat.: qui, quis, Greek: rts, TL (144). The 'H' kuis seems often 
to be an unaccented enclitic and may occur thus in the middle 
and even at the end of a relative clause, a prQof, according to 
Hrozn' (144), that the relative was developed from an indefinite. 
But such a construction may also be suggestive of un-Aryan 
influence, even though the kui-root may itself be of IE. origin; 
cf., for structure only, the Mitanni apparently enclitic relative 
-ne (H. Winckler in Mitteil. d. Vorderasiat. Ges. 1909; 45; 76), 
the authenticity of which Mitanni form, however, is rejected by 
HroznV (144, n. 3). In Turkic, relative relation is frequently 
expressed by participles with personal suffixes, as g6rdijim adem 
'the man whom I saw,' a construction common to many agglutina- 
tive languages. Note the following examples of the use of the 
'H' kuis, kuit, which seem to indicate that a definite decision 
regarding it cannot yet be reached: ki kuit kus XU-XAR-RI 
xallaranni 'after these oracles have (had?) been received (?)', 
BO 2. 1. 21. Note also kuitmanzaskan 'before (conj.) he', BO 
2. 1. 31. Observe kue'das UD-XI-A 'several days', BO 2. 142 
(is kuedas' dative pI.?). This last example is clearly indefinite, 
as is tapassar ILUM kuigki iazi 'a disease some god or other 
makes' (BO 2. 2. 2). Or, can this mean: 'the god makes (causes) 
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some disease or other'? Here, however, seems to belong ILUM 
kui~ki 'some god,' BO 2. 2. 25. But in BO 2. 2. 21: ILIM-tar 
kuit KIL-DI-at 'when the deity appeared,' we have the kuit as a 
conjunction. Note also the 'H' kuit = Akkad. minu' 'how' (Prince, 
op. cit. 57) and Delitzsch, op. cit., X. rev. 10:=Akkad. mat? 'how 
long.' Kuis seems really to be demonstrative in Prince, 57-58: 
natta kuis walkissaras' 'one (who is) not strong.' In Delitzsch, 
IX. I. 18: UD-KAM-as anian kuis essai 'that which is the daily 
offering' (Hr. 205: anian is a participle), we have an apparent 
neuter use of the 'masc.-fem.' kuis', i. e., kuis here ='that (thing) 
which' (see below C., I., on gender). 

As to the supposed IE. origin of 'H' kui?, note the indefinite- 
interrogative k-element in Finno-Ugric and Turkic: Magyar ki; 
Syryenian and Wotj. kin; Cher. kil, all='who' (Szinnyei, 113); 
also Finnish ku; Lapp. ko, etc., and espeeially Magyar hod (= *kod) 
with the meaning 'how,' with which cf. 'H' kuit, frequently = 
'how.' In short, the k-form is in itself alone not a sign of IE. 
origin. It is quite possible that 'H' kui- may originally have 
meant 'person, thing,' in other words, kui- may have been an 
indefinite, from which its general use was developed. It seems 
by no means certain that we have an IE. particle in 'H' kuiS. 

B. CASE-ENDINGS 

I. Pronominal Endings 

There are certain endings peculiar to the 'H' pronouns which 
merit a brief discussion at this point. These are (a) G. sg. and 
pI. -el, in ammel, tuel, anzel, sumel, apel. (b) Comitative (?) 
-ila in sumasila (?), apa'ila (?). (c) G. p1. enzan in Gumenzan 
(=suras[?`enzan), apenzan. (d) Loc. sg. and D. sg. and pI. 
d-insert in ammedaz, tuedaz, and (probably) su nedaz; D. sg. 
ap~dani, apidani; D. pI. apedas; also in D. sg. kedani, from kas 
'this' (140). 

(a) There seems to be no doubt as to the G. character of the 
'H' -el-endings, none of which are inflected, but which are pure 
genitives used as possessives. For the inflected possessive suffixes, 
see below, B. III. These forms ammel, tuel, etc., occur in so 
many cases prefixed to Akkad. ideographic combinations, indicat- 
ing respectively the 1 and 2 person, that their possessive meaning 
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seems perfectly clear; cf. amme'l-wa13 MU-DI-IA 'my spouse' 
(Hr. 108); tuel MARE-KA 'thy children', etc., passim. 

What is this -el which has so un-Aryan an appearance? Hroznf 
points out (191), referring to Kretschmer, that Lydian has a G. 
-1 occurring especially in adjectives. But there is a similar refer- 
ring 1 in Kushite (non-Semitic) Abyssinian (Enno Littmann, 
Lydian Inscriptions, Part 1, 1916, 77). Hrozn A devotes a long 
treatise (50-59) to the 'H' formative l-element, connecting it 
with IE. formative I in such words as Lat. humilis, from humus 
'ground', etc. He does this because 'H' seems to show gentilicia 
in -I (for examples, see Hr. 51). Hroznr associates this gentilic 
genitive I with the participial formative I in 'H' sarnikzi-el. He 
also compares IE. nomina agentis in -el, -el, -il, such as Lat. figuluS 
'potter', OHG. tregil 'bearer' and the Slavonic preterite participle, 
as delal 'having done'. But after this argument in favor of the 
IE. origin of the 'H' 1, Hrozn' mentions (57) that a similar I 
exists outside of IE., i. e., in Etruscan, Lakish and Avar, as Lakish 
na 'I', ttul 'of me, my'. He is inclined to the view that this non- 
Aryan 1 may have had an IE. origin. He compares the 'H' G. -l 
in the pronouns with the G. -r- in Gothic unsara 'of us, our,' 
Armenian mer 'our.' He adds (59) that the Turkic gentilicia 
and adjectives in li, lu have nothing to do with the 'H' 1, as Turkic 
li, lu come from an earlier -lik, -luk (thus Bittner). Even admit- 
ting this latter -statement to be so, the same i-formative was 
present in Turkic -lik, -luk as in -li, -lu, since the final -k in Turkish 
was merely a nominal-adjectival termination, used in Osmanli 
for nouns alone. 

(b) Closely connected with this question is that of the sup- 
posed 'H' Comitative in -ila, as guma'ila, apa'ila. Hrozn'y 
admits (118) the unclearness of the passages containing these 
forms, which, therefore, may well be doubted. If, however, 
these were genuine comitatives, they would suggest rather Turkic 
-ile (n) 'with'. Furthermore, the term nasili, which Hrozny 
thinks, probably correctly, indicates the language known to us 
as 'Hittite', he derives from the suffix nas 'our' and this deriva- 
tive i-element, seen also in xattili = the real Chatti or Hittite 
language (Vilker u. Sprachen, 3 if.). HroznV's rendering of 

13 The suffix -wa is not part of the genitive here, but a mere particle, prob- 
ably meaning 'indeed'. A similar particle exists in Mongolian (Japanese), as 
watakushi wa 'I indeed', but with nominative force. See, however, below, n. 15. 
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nagili as 'our language', paralleling Slavonic nagki 'in our speech'; 
vaski 'in your tongue', is probably not accurate, as 'H' nas means 
'this' as well as 'our,' so that nasili could simply mean 'in this 
language' (see above, n. 9). 

In view of the un-Aryan appearance of referring 1 and of its 
widespread use in languages of varying provenance, the IE. 
origin of the 'H' 1 (-el, -il, etc.) is very doubtful. 

(c) The G. pI. -enzan in sumenzan, apenzan suggests un-Aryan 
morphology, but of what origin it is impossible to determine. 

(d) What is the origin of the infix -d-? Hrozn' refers (138, 
n. 3) to an original -da, -ta(?), which he associates with the 
ro-element of Greek ovi"ro 'this', and Slav. k-to 'who.' This 
seems a far-fetched conclusion. The 'H' D. ending -ni 
(=-anni), suffixed to this -da- in such forms as kuedani, also 
without -da- in idaluanni (Hr. 65, n. 4) 'to the evil person,' is far 
more suggestive of Finnic than of IE.; cf. Lapp. mu-ni 'to me'; 
tu-ni 'to thee' (Szinnyei, 71). It is possible that the -da- in 'H' 
D. and Loc. forms may be cognate with the Sumerian -da-, also 
of locative signification (Delitzsch, Sum. Gr., 127), and may not 
be IE. at all. 

II. Noun Inflection 

The 'H' nominal inflection is much more Indo-European in 
appearance than that of the pronouns. Thus, the very evident 
occurrence of a-, i-, u-stems, to which case-endings are suffixed, 
is strongly suggestive of IE. Note the following declensions: 

a-stems i-stems u-stems 
N. antuxsa-s xalki-9 Telibinu-s-a (conjunctive -a) 
G. antuxga-s xalki-as Telibinu-w-asS (a); Telibinu 
D. antuxs"-? xalk-i Telibin-i 
A. antuxsa-n xalki-n Telibunu-n 
Loc. (antuxsa-z) (xalki-az) 
Abl. antuxsi2-t (d ) xalki-t (d ) 

pI. 
N. antuxs`-e? (xalki)-es idalau-es 
G. antuxsv-asv (xalki )-as" 
D. antuxg-as xalki-as 
A. antuxs-us xalki-us 
Loc. 
Abl. antuxsi-t (d) - xarnau-wa 
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Here it will be observed that 'H' -s resembles Av. San. N. -s, 
save that in 'H' the so-called N. -s may have a non-Aryan indica- 
tive force in some instances, a phenomenon which seems also 
true of the other 'H' cases. Thus, xalugatallagmis 'my messenger' 
(109) shows the s'-suffix after both the noun and the pronominal 
suffix. Note also forms like apals-ila, s~uma's-ila, mentioned 
above, with -ila affixed to the apparent N. -s", and especially 
nasili 'in this language' (see above B., I., b). The same application 
of the case-ending appears in the accus. xalugatallanmin 'my 
messenger' (124). It must be noted that these pronominal 
endings -mis, -min are genuine suffixes and not separates like Lat. 
meus, meum. Note, furthermore, that in the u-class, the G. 
Telibinu occurs without G. -s". The -i-sign of the D., common 
throughout the declensions, although perhaps corresponding to 
the IE. locative ending -i, as suggested by Kretschmer (Hrozn', 
'H', p. 9), rather than to Av. San. D. -e, is even more suggestive 
of the Finno-Ugric Lative-Dative -i, as Lapp. par' nai 'to the 
son'; monnai 'to the egg'; johkoi 'to the river' (Szinnyei, 71). 
Note, however, Lycian D. -i in ladi 'to the spouse' from lada 

(Hr. 49). 
The 'H' Loc. -az is a real puzzle. There is no IE. corresponding 

form. It is true, Hroznyr compares Lycian -azi, -ezi (10, n. 4) 
formatives of ethnica, but in the pre-Hellenic Lemnos inscrip- 
tion, -asi, presumably also ethnic, occurs in force in a language 
which was not IE. (Bugge, Verhaltnisse d. Etrusker zu den Indo- 
germanen, 109 if.). Hrozny also refers to the Greek adverb 
Ov'pao& 'before the door', as a possible cognate. But there are 
locatives in a sibilant (z, s, c) in the Caucasian dialects (Erckert, 
Die Sprache d. Kaukas. Stammes, 2. 223), a comparison which 
Hroznr arbitrarily rejects. Finno-Ugric shows also a well- 
marked sibilant locative, as Finn. ma-ssa 'in the land'; kyla-ssa 
'in the village' (-ssa = -sna, Szinnyei, 78). How far any of these 
stems may be compared with the 'H' locative -az is, of course, 
uncertain, but it is probable that this -az is not JE. 

'H' Abl. -it (d) seems to be a cognate of Av. San. Abl. -t; original 
in a-stems -at; and secondary in i-stems: Av. -oit; u-stems: Av. 
-aot. 

The 'H' pI. also presents few non-Aryan peculiarities. The 
coincidence of the G. and D. pI. in -as" is striking, but cf. 
Goth. G. unsara 'of us', unsis 'to us' with (i)s- dative.'4 

14 In Goth. the pronominal D. sign is possibly the i- or u-vowel+s, as mis 

'to me', un-sis 'to us', izwis 'to you', thus 'to thee'. 
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I am unable to comment on the so-called 'neuter' 'H' Abl. pl. 
-wa.15 

C. I. Gender 

Finally, in this connection arises the question as to the existence 
of grammatical gender in 'H'. The fact that in Delitzsch (Vo- 
kabularfragmente, IX. 6) we find walkissaras= Akkad. leu 'strong,' 
but GUN walki?9aras'= Akkad. letum 'strong' (fem.) would appear 
to -indicate a lack of feminine grammatical designation for nouns, 
already mentioned by me (Hittite Material, 41). It is highly 
likely at the present showing that 'H' lacked distinctive feminine 
and also neuter terminations. Hrozn', throughout his discussion 
of the declensions, admits the merging of the feminine with the 
masculine. In the combination GUN walkigaras 'strong' (fem.), 
Hrozn P reads for GUN, SAL-za, implying an unknown 'H' word 
for 'woman', ending in -z, and renders 'strong woman,' but it is 
much more likely that GUN here = the Sum. ideogram 'heavy, 
gravid, pregnant', hence 'female' (possibly GUN = Akkad. biltu 
'tribute' was applied to beltu 'lady, woman'). Even if the pre- 
formative of walkissaras' were SAL-za, rather than GUN, this is 
more likely to have been a feminine distinctive and not a qualify- 
ing word. Had SAL-za (GUN) meant 'woman', the Akkad. 
rendering would have been as'satum letum 'strong woman' and 
probably not letum alone. Lack of grammatical gender is very 
un-Aryan and appears in the Turkic and Finno-Ugric group. 
For such distinctive prefixed gender words, cf. Osmanli erkek 
'male', used before both human and animal names, as erkek 
arslan 'male lion', and qyz 'female' before human names, as qyz 
qardas 'sister', and dis'i before animal names alone, as dis'i arsian 
'lioness', etc. While it is true that prehistoric IE. did not make 
distinctions of gender in forms of personal pronouns, nor of all 
nouns, there was nevertheless a careful distinction in many pro- 
nominal and nominal and most adjectival terminations, although 
the distinction was not carried so far as in some modern IE. 
languages. It is a question whether the lack of gender in such 
modern IE. tongues as Persian, Hindustani and Armenian is not 
the result of non-Aryan influences, such as that of Turko-Tatar, 
rather than an independent IE. tendency towards genderlessness, 
such as appears, for example, in modern English. 

15 Has this so-called Abl. -uya any connection with the -wa mentioned above 
in n. 13, this article? 
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It seems significant also that 'H' 'neuter' forms, especially 
pronominal forms in -t, as nat, tat, apat (see above A., I.) are all 
capable of being regarded also as mnasc. pls.; cf. Hrozn', Volker 
u. Sprachen, 26, line 5: nat paratianzi 'these ones (masc. pl.) 
come forth.' In other words, it is doubtful whether there really 
was a neuter in 'H'. In short, the whole question as to Hrozn9's 
gender distinctions is very doubtful, the probability rather being 
that 'H' was a genderless idiom, similar in this respect to Asiatic 
non-Aryan forms of speech. 

C. II. Pronominal Suffixes 

As has already been noted above (A., I.), the 'H' pronouns 
have D. and A. suffixes -mu, 1 p. sg.; -nas', 1 p. pl.; -ta, 2 p. sg.; 
-.smas, 2 p. pl. But the suffix of the 3 p. pl. is also - vma so similar 
to that of the 2 p. pl. as to arouse suspicion, or, at any rate, to 
awaken confusion in the mind of the student. Hrozn' himself 
admits the danger of misunderstanding in this connection (131), 
as this -smas'- suffix must mean 'to themf' and not 'to you' in 
many forms (such as those cited in 133). HroznV's derivation of 
the 3 p. pl. -smas' from some cognate of San. asmai 'to him'; 
Umbrian esmei=Lat. huic, seem very far-fetched, especially as 
there is no established IE. form of the 3 p. pronoun in 'H' (see on 
apas, above A., I.). Note here, however, the D. suffix of the 
3 p. sg. -si 'to him, to her' (132), discussed in the following para- 
graph. 

None of the above mentioned suffixes are possessive in character. 
The true possessive 'H' suffixes are appended to the nouns qualified 
and apparently declined with the same case-endings as the nouns, 
which do not lose their own case-endings (see above on xalugatal- 
laWmis, B., II.). These 'H' -m-, -t-, -s- possessive suffixes do not 
necessarily imply IE. connection, as we find precisely the same 
style of possessives in Finno-Ugric; viz., 1 p. -m; 2 p. -t; 3 p. 
-s; cf. Szinnyei, 114: Magyar karo-m 'my arm'; karo-d 'thy arm'; 
Lapp. ah'e-s 'his father'. It is curious that the Finno-Ugric pl. 
possessives do not show the same analogy with the 'H', as Finno- 
Ugric simply pluralizes the -m, -t, -s by adding the pl. ending -k 
(Szinny6i, 114). In 'H' as in Finno-Ugric the 1 and 2 p. posses- 
sive suffixes seem to be formed from the pronouns themselves, as 
'H' 1 p. mi-s from mug, 2 p. -tis from tug. As to the connection 
of the 'H' 3 p. suffix -si, -4is with any other 'H' element, this 
must be left for the present without suggestion, as the 'H' 3 p. 
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pronoun was apas (see above, A., I.). It is interesting to notice 
that a demonstrative s-element is common to all the Finno- 
Ugric languages; cf. Finn. se, Esth. sen, Lapp. son, Syr. si, sy, 'he, 
they'. 

C. III. Verbal Endings. 
Lack of space forbids a detailed study of the 'H' verb, but it 

may be remarked, in connection with the pronominal suffixes 
just treated, that the problem of the verbal personal suffixes of 
the present tense is very interesting. There are two distinct 'H' 
conjugations differing in the present tense as follows: 

1 ja-mi 'I make' (not 'go'!) (152) da-(x)xi 'I give' (160) 
2 ja-s'i (je-si) da-tti 
3 ja-zi, etc. dd-i 

pI. 
1 ja-weni (da-weni) 
2 ja-tteni da-tteni 
3 ja-nzi (je-nzi) dd-nzi 

There can be no doubt that these forms resemble very closely 
the ancient JE. verbal morphology in the singular; cf. San. y&-mi, 
ya-si, ya-ti; pI. y&-masi, ya-tha, yJ-nti. And yet, on close examina- 
tion there is some room for doubt even here. How are the 'H' 
3 p. sg. -zi and the 3 p. p1. -nzi, as contrasted with Av. San. -ti, 3 
p. pI. -nti to be explained? The supposition that 'H' -zi may be 
a palatalization of an original -ti in these forms, seems strange in 
view of the presence of z in the 'H' participle in -za, as adanza 
'eating', and adanzi 'they eat' (cf. Prof. Bloomfield's article 'The 
Hittite Language' in this volume, p. 201 f.). It is certainly striking 
to find in Finno-Ugric the personal verbal singular endings 1 p. -m, 
2 p. -ti and, most startling of all, in some idioms, 3 p. -se; thus: 
Magyar also-m 'I sleep'; ese-m 'I eat'; Finn. mene-t 'thou goest', 
the t alternating in the dialects with 1 (Magyar also-i 'thou sleep- 
est') and n (Wogul minnie-n 'thou goest'); Esth. surek-se 'he is 
dying'; Cher. tolne-ze 'he will come', Wotj. basto-z 'he will take, 
etc. (Szinnyei, 148-150). Furthermore, the 'H' 1 and 2 p1. 
endings -weni and -tteni do not have an JE. appearance; contrast 
the San. -masi and -tha, cited just above, and Av. -mahi and -tha. 
Were it not for the very evident* non-Semitic character of 'H', 
the casual observer might be reminded of the Semitic (Assyrian) 
1 and 2 p1. endings -ni and -tunu! The 'H' -theni, however, has 
been compared with Vedic 2 p. p1. -tana (secondary tenses) or 
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-thana (primary tenses), a possible connection. Finally, in this 
connection, how are we to explain the 'H' verbs with 1 p. pres. in 
-xi,'6 in verbs which have lost the -z- of the 3 p. pres. entirely (see 
above daxxi, 3 p. dai)? 

The conclusion almost forces itself upon the philologist that 
'H' displays a mixed and, at the present moment, in many instances 
untraceable morphology. It is yet too early, in view of the great 
uncertainty of many translations from 'H' texts, to come to a 
definite decision, but it is highly possible that this idiom may 
have to be classified eventually in a group by itself, perhaps 
standing half way between IE. and non-Aryan idioms such as 
Finno-Ugric and Turkic."7 I am aware that many IE. philolo- 
gists have already rejected the idea that there can be any con- 
nection between non-Aryan languages and IE., preferring to 
regard radical morphological resemblances, such as those pointed 
out in the present study, as either accidental or form-borrowings 
from IE. on the part of ancient non-IE. idioms. Henry Sweet in 
his striking article on linguistic affinity (Otia Messeiana, 1900- 
1901, 113-126) called attention to and laid emphasis upon such 
radical similarities, and Szinnyei (20) cites a number of salient 
examples of apparent root-relationships between Finno-Ugric 
and IE. Especially noticeable among these are Wogul wit, Cher. 
wMt, Finn. vete-, Magyar viz = IE. ved- (cf. Phrygian f38e8) 'water'; 
Finn. vetd 'draw'; Cher. wad- wid- 'lead'; Magyar vdzd- 'lead'= 
IE. uedh 'lead', as Slav. vedu 'I lead', etc. Furthermore, the A. 
suffix in -m, as Finn. n.=m, Cher. -m, =I E. -m, is of interest in 
this connection. 

In view of the many doubtful points to which attention has 
been called in the present paper, it would seem advisable to await 
further developments of Hittitology before the decision is reached 
that we have in 'H' a regular IE. idiom, standing on the same 
plane as Sanskrit, Old Persian, or Avestan. 

16 The verbal -xi, 1 p., is a strange phenomenon in 'H'. May it be com- 

pared with the Slavonic 1 p. -ch of Aorists, as bych 'I were, would be' (passinm), 
or is it an entirely un-Aryan form? [The ch of Slavonic aorists probably 
goes back to IE. s.--F. E.1 

17 Carl J. S. M arstrander, Professor of Celtic at Christiania, Norway, pub- 
lished in 1919, Caractere indo-europeen de la langue hittite, in which he seeks 

to prove that 'H' belonged to the western group of IE. languages, with Ger- 
manic, Italo-Celtic, and Greek, and shows especial affinities with Italic, 
Celtic, and Tokharian, the recently discovered idiom of the Indo-Scythians. 
On this latter subject, cf. Sitzungsberichte der kon. preuss. Akademie d. Wis- 
senschaften, 39 (1908.). 924. 
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